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CRASH & WIN!

Heath bounces back 
(literally) following 
qualifying crash to 
take championship
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INTRODUCTION

The 2018 Kerax Hyperdrive ST-XR Challenge ended with arguably the most dramatic 
meeting of the season on a glorious sunny Autumnal day which was the last 
Saturday in September.

Plenty of track time was available to competitors with 30 minutes of free practice 
first thing in the morning followed by 15 minutes of qualifying. There were then two 
races during the afternoon – these were also scheduled to last a quarter of an hour.

The action was non-stop both on and off the track. 
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Michael Blackburn took advantage of the 
practice session at the start of the day to 
check that all was well with his Escort XR3i 
having removed his cylinder head and 
replaced various parts due to over-revving 
the motor in qualifying at Croft. He was 
pleased to discover there were no issues – all 
was well.
Therefore, when qualifying got underway 
here in Cheshire, Blackburn was “straight on 
it”. His car felt good and he was able to take 
pole for race 1 with a time half a second 
faster than anyone else could manage 
despite encountering traffic on one lap. He 
believed he could have gone even faster at 
the end of the session but double waved 
yellows were being displayed at Cascades.
The warning signals had come out because 
the marshals had been sprung into action 

when Michael Heath made heavy contact 
with the barriers along the Lakeside Straight. 
He later reported that he’d “run out of 
talent” when trying a different line through 
Cascades which caused the rear of his car to 
break away on the exit of the corner and 
sent him spearing off to the left of the track. 
Extensive damage was inflicted to his Fiesta 
XR2 and, initially, he wondered whether he 
would be taking part in the afternoon’s 
races. This strengthened Steve Poole’s claim 
to the title.
The green XR2 driver had meant business, 
lining up at the front of the queue in the 
Assembly area along with Heath and Justin 
Roberts to avoid the worst of the traffic and 
set the second fastest time.
Roberts got his head down from the word go 
and thought his white  Fiesta was setting the

track alight… but the stop-watch didn’t 
agree, reporting that he was lapping 2 
seconds slower than he had previously done 
at Oulton. As the 15 minutes came to an 
end, it looked like he would be starting from 
fourth on the first grid of the day, behind 
Heath, but Will Heslop pipped him by just 
0.016 secs with his final attempt.
Despite braking issues, Adam Brown made it 
5 Fiestas in the Top 6 as he set a personal 
best time around the Tarporley track.
Behind Brown were a trio of Escorts, the first 
of these had Lee Bowron at the wheel – he 
was happy with his pace. Also pleased was 
Jason Hennefer who qualified in the top 
eighth for only the second time in his career 
despite being a regularly at the venue.
Ninth was Andrew Lennie’s XR3i but it 
wasn’t Lennie behind the wheel as he had 
handed his place to Formula Ford 1600 
driver, Tom McArthur, who was racing a 
saloon for the first time although he had 
tested Tin Tops on a couple of occasions.
Breaking up the monopoly of Class A and B 
cars in the Top Ten was Mark Noble in his 
Class C Si – he had achieved his goal of 

qualifying this far up the order for the 
second meeting in succession.
Chris Rowlands upheld Class D honour in 
eleventh overall with his ST while the 
fastest Class E XR2 was down in sixteenth 
in the hands of Matthew Morton. Usually, 
the pace-setter in this category is Tony 
Mumford but, having holed a piston at 
Croft, he fitted his spare engine on the 
previous Thursday. As its only previous 
running had been on the dyno, Mumford 
used the morning’s practice session to bed 
everything in – having begun the process 
on Friday afternoon by driving round one 
of Oulton’s car parks until he made himself 
dizzy!
The Clerk of the Course curtailed 
Mumford’s practice session early as his car 
was creating a smoke screen due to his 
engine being filled with 4.5 litres of Miller’s 
finest oil instead of the prescribed 3.5. He 
bought some fresh lubrication from Lee 
Bowron and headed out for qualifying with 
no smoke however his motor lacked grunt 
and refused to rev above 5,500 rpm hence 
he would start down in twenty-first overall.

Having taken part in practice first thing, Michael Blackburn was “on it” from the start of the session

Qualifying
STRAIGHT ON IT!

Formula Ford 1600 racer, Tom McArthur, was competing in Tin Tops for the first time
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Race 1

After the recovery crew brought his crumpled 
Fiesta XR2 back to the paddock at the end of 
qualifying, Michael Heath received numerous 
offers of help. Paul Green lent him a new 
window net while Mark Robinson and Lee 
Bowron joined in with Heath’s two sons as 
they returned the car to a race-able 
condition.
They were successful in their quest even 
though there didn’t appear to be too many 
straight panels as Heath left the Assembly 
Area. The multiple dents didn’t slow him 
away from the line – he got a flyer, zapping 
between the two cars on the front row to 

claim the lead at Old Hall despite pole-sitter 
Mike Blackburn making a reasonable start in 
his Escort XR3i. The latter was pushed down 
to third on the exit of the first corner as Will 
Heslop followed Heath around his outside in 
his XR2 – the latter got the jump on Steve 
Poole who got a slow start from the outside 
of the front row.
A particularly rapid run through Island 
allowed Heslop to have a look at Heath’s 
outside the first time the field tackled Shell – 
Heath locked up a wheel under braking but 
held on. Thrilling stuff!
The two leaders charged out of the hairpin, 

through Brittens and over Hill Top opening up 
a 1.5 secs gap to Blackburn but that didn’t 
last long as on the following circuit the Class 
B leader returned to Heslop’s back bumper as 
though the white Fiesta was on a piece of 
elastic and was close enough to have a brief 
look down the inside into Lodge before 
having a more serious attack at Island where 
Heslop resolutely kept him at bay.
In turn, Heslop challenged Heath for the lead 
a few times at Hislops Chicane but couldn’t 
quite get his nose ahead – the white Fiesta 
looked mega through Brittens and so was 
always a threat on the run down the hill 

however Heath held on to take a victory that 
looked most unlikely earlier in the day.
The shenanigans at Heslops enabled 
Blackburn to close in on the leaders up Clay 
Hill and through Druids putting him in 
position to force Heslop to defend into 
Lodge. When the Escort driver realised a pass 
wasn’t going to be easy to make he elected 
to play it safe and concentrated on coming 
home as winner of Class B in which category 
he was on course to take the title.
Poole was pushed down to fourth at the first 
corner and was then challenged by Adam 
Brown at  Cascades.  The  pair  charged down 

BATTLE-SCARRED

Displaying the scars of his qualifying
crash, Mike Heath (18) took the win
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Lakeside Straight side by side before Poole 
had to yield at Island Bend. The loss of 
momentum allowed Justin Roberts through 
and by the end of the lap he was down to 
seventh behind Lee Bowron after the Escort 
driver made quite a daring manoeuvre around 
the outside at Water Tower. This was the race 
for which the contender for the XR2 and 
overall championships had elected to play his 
joker… nightmare!
At least Poole regained sixth the second time 
the field tackled Cascades. Meanwhile, Brown 
challenged Blackburn for third early on but his 
failed attempt put him into the clutches of 
Roberts and Poole. The former saw an 
opportunity and passed Brown to claim fourth 
on lap 5 at Cascades. This trio took the 
chequered flag little more than six tenths 
apart. Bowron slipped back from this gaggle 
as he lost power. The problem grew worse 
before his engine expired at Lodge and the 
Escort coasted into the pits with what turned 
out to be a blown head gasket.
Mark Noble had pounced up the inside of 
Jason Hennefer at Lodge on lap 1 to gain 3 
places since he left the grid. With the demise 
of Bowron this became seventh and the Si man 
held on to the position until the finish 
although he had the two Escorts of Hennefer 
and Tom McArthur on his tail throughout – 
“Never looked in my mirrors so much in a 
race!” quipped Noble.
On the penultimate circuit, when Noble ran 
wide on to the grass in the middle element of 
Hislops it forced Hennefer to hesitate to avoid 
contact and this allowed McArthur to carry 
more momentum up Clay Hill to annex eighth 
at Druids, a position he had to defend 
vigorously on the final lap.
The car that finished tenth – the XR2 of Ali 
May – had started from the pit lane! The 
misfire that had dogged him throughout the 
season had hampered him in qualifying and so 

he decided to begin race 1 circulating on his 
own as he planned to treat the rest of the day 
as a test session. The changes that had been 
made over lunchtime had improved matters 
but not eradicate the probem completely. 
Nonetheless, May made more progress than 
he expected.
Lap 3 was particularly exciting for May – he 
passed Lewis Bowron’s Escort at Cascades, 
Matt Eldridge over Hill Top when it appeared 
as though the XR2 driver missed a gear and 
finally May outbraked Chris Rowlands’ ST at 
Lodge to move into tenth.
Lewis Bowron was having a ball. He had been 
delighted to qualify ahead of his brother, 
Ryan, in the morning and in this race he had 
a thrilling battle with Eldridge throughout in 
which they constantly exchanged places with 
the XR3i man eventually coming out on top.

As his car has not been the most reliable this 
season, Ian Billington decided to take things 
steady as he brought his XR2 home in 
fourteenth. Not so far behind was Class E 
winner, Paul Green, who had spent the whole 
event trying to catch Billington.
Sixteenth was the XR3i of Matthew Spencer 
who at this meeting was racing against his 
father, John. The latter was having his first 
run in his ST but was separated by the 3 
Class E Fiestas of Tony Mumford, Matthew 
Morton and Nick Naylor.
Despite David Fairclough attempting to work 
his magic after qualifying, Mumford’s engine 
still refused to rev beyond 5,500 rpm. Such 
was his lack of oomph that he was able to 
take Island Bend flat.
Morton had mechanical dramas of his own. 
He had lost 5 or 6 places at the start due to 

“being too nice” before his hub nut came loose 
with 2 or 3 laps to go making direction 
changes and slowing down difficult. Then his 
brakes went with a lap to go so Matthew was 
just pleased to finish in the end.
At the final meeting of his first season, Nick 
Naylor was delighted to get his lap times down 
into the 2 minute 13s and thoroughly enjoyed 
battling with Mumford and Morton.
Just a second behind John Spencer at the 
finish was Ron Loffstadt in his Escort XR3i.
Ryan Bowron was running at the back of the 
Mumford/Morton/Naylor battle when on the 
last lap a car ahead of him locked up at 
Hislops forcing him to do the same. He lost 
control and hit the barriers.
A non-starter was Andy Mellor. The throttle 
cable snapped on his Class E XR2 just as he 
approached the grid.

Mark Noble (99) leads Jason Hennefer (21),
Chris Rowlands (77) and Tom McArthur
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Race 2
Two starts were required for this encounter as 
the red flags came out when Adam Brown’s 
XR2 became embedded in the barriers just 
after the second element of Hislops chicane. 
The back of his car stepped out coming into 
the complex and this rapidly developed into a 
“tank slapper” which sent him head on into 
the barriers. He would not take the re-start.
There had been more drama further down the 
order at Shell when 3 Class E cars made 
contact. Matthew Morton had been more 
assertive away from the grid this time around 
and kept up with the midfield runners but 
when he reached the banked hairpin contact 
from Paul Green pitched him into a spin and 
sent him on to the grass. As he rejoined, 
Morton was collected by Nick Naylor.
Morton made it back to the pits but as his car 
wasn’t steering correctly, he elected not to 
take the restart. Naylor did line up on the 
third “bonus” grid of the day but was wheeled 
away into the pits after his car began to 
overheat probably due to his radiator being 
damaged when he collided with Morton.
The red flags nearly came out again shortly 
after the restart. Michael Heath and Will 
Heslop charged away from the grid neck and 
neck. There was still nothing between them as 
they rounded Old Hall where Heslop ran a 
little wide on the exit. When he got back on 
the black stuff he found Heath occupying the 
piece of tarmac that his trajectory was taking 
him towards. The resulting nudge sent both 
cars on to the grass on the opposite side of 
the circuit.
Carnage appeared to be imminent but 
somehow both managed to avoid the barrier 
although a polystyrene marker board was 
obliterated. Remarkably, Heslop resumed the 
race still in the lead but Heath dropped to 
fourth as Justin Roberts and Steve Poole sped 

by through Dentons.
Roberts was playing his joker and knew he 
had to win to claim a championship which 
had seemed so unlikely when he blew his 
engine at Snetterton however that dream was 
soon to fade as early as lap 1 when, exiting 
Brittens, he suffered oversteer. The 
subsequent loss of momentum was 
disastrous as not only did Poole pass on the 
following straight but Heath, Roberts’ main 
threat for the title, overtook both 
CooperPoole Racing team mates before they 
reached the next chicane.
Lap 2 and a mega exit from Old Hall saw 
Poole vault from third to the lead by the exit 
of Cascades however Heslop grabbed the 
position back at Island. With Heath in close 
attendance, there was nothing between the 
first 3 as they rounded Shell.
Heath had some serious speed exiting 
Brittens and once again he was back up to 
second at Heslops. This was developing into 
an epic last race of the season!
The next time they tackled Cascades, Heath 
overtook Heslop to take the lead for the first 
time in the race and by the time he had 
crossed the TSL Timing beam he was 1 
second to the good as Heslop had been 
focussing on defending second from Poole at 
Lodge although this was to no avail as he 
had to concede at Old Hall.
Heath’s advantage increased further when 
Poole had a slide exiting Cascades which 
enabled Heslop to attempt to retake second 
at Island – he succeeded in this task but not 
before he and Poole had made contact. The 
latter spun off towards the lake but just 
missed the barriers and continued. The 
melee enabled Ali May to seize the moment 
and pop up to third as Roberts backed off, 
dropping to fifth.

SMILE OF A
CHAMPION!
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Before the lap was over, Poole had regained 
third but Heslop was too far ahead to be 
caught in the time that remained as the 
restarted race had a scheduled duration of 
only 10 minutes.
A delighted Heath took the chequered flag to 
take his second win of the day, in the process 
claiming both the overall and XR2 titles in the 
2018 Kerax Hyperdrive ST-XR Challenge – a 
feat which seemed most unlikely following his 
qualifying crash.
Heslop crossed the line in second after quite 
possibly the most dramatic 10 minutes of his 
entire life as Poole completed the podium.
In fourth was an overjoyed May who had made 
further adjustments to his engine since race 1 
which had cured the misfire that has dogged 
him all year once and for all. He made a super 
start to put him in position to take advantage 
when Heslop and Poole had their coming 
together and then held off Roberts on the last 
lap.
It was the final appearance for the latter 
before he retires from motor racing to focus 
on a new business venture. A star of the 
Challenge in recent seasons, Justin will be 
sorely missed although he intends to continue 
to be a familiar face in the paddock in the 
future.
Michael Blackburn, the XR3i champion elect, 
came home in sixth place overall and first in 
class after a very conservative drive. He had 
lost places at both starts as he kept out of 
trouble and Ali May had been able to get 
ahead of him when he slowed as Heslop and 
Heath became entangled with each other on 
lap 1. Such was the intensity of the dicing of 
the five Fiestas ahead of him, he felt the need 
to lift off a few more times during the 10 
minutes but had enough of an advantage over 
fellow Escort contender, Tom McArthur, in 
seventh overall that this was never an issue 
even when an electrical misfire caused him to 

drop off the pace of the leaders and made 
him grateful to see the chequered flag.
With the cars ahead checking up due to the 
two leaders making contact the first time the 
field headed down The Avenue, McArthur 
was able to sail down the outside gaining 3 
or 4 places. He then had a train of cars 
behind him for the duration comprising of 
Mark Noble, Ian Billington, Chris Rowlands, 
Jason Hennefer, Matt Eldridge and Lewis 
Bowron.
Noble believed he had more straight-line 
speed than McArthur but spun trying to pass 
at Old Hall – he later admitted to being too 
impatient. He got going again down in 
fourteenth before gaining a place from Matt 
Spencer at Lodge.
Annoyingly for Billington he had gained 4 
places at the original start before it was red 
flagged but he had another good get away at 
the second time of asking and enjoyed 
keeping Rowlands at bay. His car finally ran 
ok after a few difficult races but Ian decided 
not to push too hard and challenge 
McArthur. Rowlands, meanwhile had 
Hennefer all over the back bumper of his 

Fiesta ST and needed to use all of his straight 
line speed advantage to keep the Escort 
driver at bay – they were side by side going 
up Clay Hill at one point.
Unlike earlier in the day, Matt Eldridge 
finished ahead of Lewis Bowron but both 
thoroughly enjoyed another thrilling dice with 
big smiles all round. The news was not so 
good for Lewis’ brother, Ryan, and father, 
Lee, who both retired for the second race in 
succession. Ryan had been closing in on 
Lewis when his lost his gears.
Tony Mumford’s first start was a corker! He 
passed four cars and was going around the 
outside of one of the Bowron family’s Escorts 
when his engine just died. Fortunately for 
him, the red flags appeared. He left the grid 
less rapidly at the restart but tried to make 
up as many places as possible before his 
engine lost power. He came home fifteenth – 
winner of Class E – vowing to get to the 
bottom of the maladies with both of his 
motors before the 2019 season starts.
Contact from another car caused Paul Green 
to spin to the back of the pack at Hislops on 
lap 2. He regained a couple of places and 

took the flag sandwiched between John 
Spencer and Ron Loffstadt on the timesheets – 
these 3 were covered by less than a second at 
the finish.
Our final finisher was Andy Mellor who had a 
spare throttle cable to replace the one that 
failed just before the earlier race began. Prior 
to the red flags coming out he had overtaken 
John Spencer and Ron Loffstadt and so was a 
little frustrated when proceedings were 
brought to a halt. He then had an entertaining 
time trying to pass Loffstadt during the 10 
minute re-match but he couldn’t quite 
accomplish the feat. Nonetheless, he really 
enjoyed the final race of his debut season and 
it is great to hear that drivers get so much 
pleasure right throughout the field.
Mellor’s engine didn’t feel as responsive as he 
would have wished coming out of some of the 
right-handed corners – particularly the Shell 
Hairpin – so he left Oulton intending to get his 
Fiesta on Dave Fairclough’s rolling road to 
ensure he has the correct number of horses 
under his bonnet in time for the start of the 
2019 season.

Matt Eldridge (20) and Lewis Bowron (44)
continued their battle from race 1
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